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THE SIXTH CONVENTION 

OF THE 

SOCIALIST "TURNERBUNDES" OF NORTH AMERICA 

HELD IN PITTSBURGH, PA. 

FROli! SEPTEMBER lST 'l,HROUGH 5TH, 1856 

The Delegates met in the uFREJJ.lAEUt-JERJ-Li\.LLE" on i,I onday, 

September 1st at 8 A.M. 

The Convent ion was opened by President Esmann of the 11 Vorort 11 

(National Executive Committee). 

A committee on Credentials was. elected consisting of Turners 

Baumgras, ~ierner, and Huth. 

After. the approval of the mandates a report was made stating 

that 43 National Societies were represented. Later there were 45 

societies, 2 more added, and so the Convention remained. 

Albany, N. Y. 

Boston, Mass. 

Burlington, Iowa 

Baltimore, Md. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Belleville, Ill. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

Covington, Ky. 

Reventlow 

Fr. Reuter 

Rosenzweig 

Buhrke 

Allp:ewaehr 

Meier 

Rosenzwe1.g 

G. Tafel 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Columbus, Ohio 

Chicago, Ill. 

Dedham, Mass. 

Detroit, Mich. 

~ubuque 

Davenport 

F1reeport, Ill. 

F. J. Wemer Guttenberg, Iowa 

M. Jakobi Galena, Ill. 

Koehne Hartford, Conn. 

P. Bertsch Indianapolis, Ind. 

A. Fisher Keekuk, Iowa 

F. J. Vv'erner Lafayette, Ind. 

J. Nix 

J. Nix 

!Iuth 

P. Reuter 

A. Loeser 

J. Bittmann 

Ch. Hill 

J. Bittmann 

P • . J. Werner 

A. Meyer 

Tresch 

A. Metzger 

L~ Stifel 

A. Fischer 
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Louisville, Ky. 

Norfolk, Va. 
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G. Tafel 

s. Loew 

Newport, Ky. M. t.Takobi 

New Bedford Fr. Reuser 

New Brittain, Conn. Tresch 

Nashville, Tenn. 

:New York 

Ottowa, Ill. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Peoria., Ill. 

Peru 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Syracuse, :,r. Y. 

M. Jakobi 

G. Gambs 

Ch. Hill 

C. I 1
• Bauer 

Rosenzweig 

Ch. Hill 

J. R. Fellma.nn 

P • Ba urrip; ra s 

St. 1.ouis, Mo. 

Sheboygan 

St. Charles 

Toledo, Ohio 

Terre Haute 

Troy, N. Y. 

Utica., N. Y. 

v;· a.shington 

Wheeling 

v .. ;a.terbury, Conn. 

'.'1inona 

Stifel and 

~schma.n 

· D. Hu.th 

Eschman 

Huth and 

Allr,ewaehr 

Damm 

P. Ba.umgras 

Gerhard 

R. Fischer 

Tresch 

J. Bittna.nn 

Turner :Nix ma.de the motion that the Conv~nti.on should function 

only in a· temporary form and that the nvorort" should explain the 

reasons for such an action. 

Turner Tafel ma.de the motion that the Convention should organize 

permanently at once. Tafel' s motion was carried. After th.is a vote 

was taken to elect the officers of the Convention. The following 

were chosen: 

President - Turner Bauer from Pittsburgh. 

1st Vice-President - Jacobi from Cincinnati. 

2nd Vice-President - Bittma.nn from Dubuque. 

It was decided that only one secretary should be elected from 

the delegates and two more from the membership of the Pittsburrh 

Society. 

Secretaries - Pellmann from Rochester, ':dlhelm Krebs and Karl 

Gentsch from Pittsburgh. 
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A motion by Allr,ewaehr requested the President to appoint a 

c·ommitte e of tti..ree to set up the order of business for the Convention. 

Turners Esmann, Reventlow, and Tafel were appointed by the President 

to this cor.nnittee. 

Esmann made the following motion: that the Turners and repre

sentatives from Baltimore, V/ashington, and New Albany Societies which 

did not as yet belonr. to the National '11urners should be adm~tted as 

delegates and be given the right to participate in the discussions. 

Buhrke of Baltimore objected to this motion in the name of his 

society. 

The President explained that it was not proposed to permit the 

Turners to f'unction as delegates, for such action would be unlawful. 

Jacobi asked to have this decision postponed until the criti

cisms were presented. 

Esmann, Nix, and Fischer stated they believed that the presence 

·or these Turners would be of great importance in order to shed light 

on the question. The motion by hschman to this effect was carried. 

After a 15 minute recess the Committee on Order of Business 

submitted their report. 

A motion made .by Koehne was carried and set up the policy to 

discuss each point separately. 

After some changes the order of business was adapted in the 

f .011owing i'onn: 

1. Hegotiations will be conducted according to parliamentary 

rules, if no other rules are ma.de. 

2. Voting if requested will be taken by societies according 

to the alphabet. 

3. No Turner can speak more than 10 ninutes and not more than 

twice on the same subject. The person making the motion has the 

last word in addition. 
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4. If requested all motions should be submitted in writing. 

5. To facilitate business transactions the following stanaing 

committees were appointed: 

a. !·iiandate Connnittee (to examine mandates) 

b. Finance Committee (to examine Treasurer's and Bookkecner's 

books) 

c. Auditing Committee (to revise and examine all other books 

and documents of the Vorort) 

d. Constitutional Revision Conunittee 

e. Grievance Conunittee 

f. Connnittee for Turnerpaper 

All ~ committee,s were to be appointed by the President of the 

Convention and sanctioned by the Convention. 

lEeetings were to be held from 7:30 to 12:00 in the morning and 

from 2:00 to 6:00 in the afternoon. 

OR.UER OF BUSINESS 

1. Transfering Conventions 

2. Report of the Vorort 

3. Criticisms of the Vorort 

4. Criticisms of the Societies or the Vorort 

5-. Criticisms of the editors and vice versa 

6. Negotiations regarding the Tumerpaper 

7. New Business 

8. Revision of the Constitution 

A motion made by Allgewaehr added the following rule: a motion 

must be seconded by at least three delegates before it could be dis

cussed and voted upon. 

Bittmann 1 s motion adjourned the Convention until 2:00 P.M. 
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Convention Session Sept. 1st at 2:00 P. I.l . 

The minutes of the morning session were read. 

Delegate Reuter of LJedham remarked that he was instructed to 

object to settinp; up a Grievance Committee. 

The mim1tes of the morning session were adopted. 

The President appointed the followinf conunittees: 

Finance Committee - Turners Gambs, ~ax, and .t:Suehrke 

Auditing Connnittee - Turners Fischer, I.Ieyer, and lfietzr;er 

Grievance Committee - Turners Bati.mgras,- Nix, and Rosenzweig 

Constitution Connnittee - Turners Reventlow, Bertsch, and Loew 

Turnerpaper Connnittee - Turners .Bittmann, Tafel, and Bauer 

A motion by .buehrke requestefr the removal of Wix from the 

Grievance Committee. Allgewaehr was appointed in his place. 

) Huth stated that due to ill health ·it was necessary that he leave 

the Convention. His instructions from Chicago and Toledo would be 

turned over to Allgewaehr and those from Sheboygan to Baumgras. He 

requested that he be excused and that the Convention grant the full 

authority of his instructions to these Turners. Lastly, he appealed 

to the delegates to remain true to the Turner Movanent especially 

in these critical , times. 

A motion by Nix made Huth' s request a ruling. 

Next on ·the order of business was to decide the City for the 

next National Turner Convention. 

Esmann presented, in the name of the Vorort, two letters, one 

from C erhard and one f'ro:r.i Braun or l,:fashinv.ton, also newspaper clippings 

to which these letters referred. These were read in detail and Esmann 

added that a£ter reading these documents the Vorort came to the con-

clusion that the delegates could be assured of their personal safety 

in Washington. For this reason the request was made. 
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In the meantime Turner Euene of \i illiamsburf' submitted his 

mandate, which was submitted to the mandate committee for con-

· sideration. 

Nix supported the steps taken by the Vorort and made a mot.ion 

for the Convention to consider the action of the Vorort as fully 

justified. Ee also stated that the 1fotional Executive· Committee 

should receive commendation for their action. 

Jakobi seconded this motion. 

Baumgras showed that the last circular (letter) from Lashing-ton 

had a double meaning and had for its purpose the justiflcation of 

the action of the Vorort. 

Esmann stated that he believed the instructions from the 

\J ashin~ton Society showed that the platform set up at Buffalo was 

ifinored and appeared to be voided. 

Buehrke thought the promotion was plausible but stated that it 

should have been made known. For this reason he believed that it 

was unnecessary to hold two Conventions. He also stated he wanted 

to understand Huene's stand on the matter. 

Huth received instructions from three societies to choose 

Washington. He, himself, was convinced that the reasons given are 
/ 

sufficient to justify the selection of ~· f ashington. 

Bertsch stated that th~ Vorort has the right and duty to 

transfer and asked that Huene's mandate be ta.bled until the present 

motion is disposed of. 

Rueter from J..)edham was instructed to oppose the transfer of 

the Convention. However, after hea.rinf the arguments given in 

( ./ favor of it, was ready to accept the transfer. 

A. ~ggers was in favor of sanctioning the mandate. He had 

the courage to step up and try to prevent a break with the Turnerbund 



if possible. The only question under cons:tderation vms the 

desirability of the transfer to ~"l ashington; not the security of the 

delegates in \'iashington. The Vorort had overstepped its constitu-

tional rights. 

Ra.pp felt urged to speak on the sub,ject since accordinr to the 

newspaper clippings the r~sponsibility of the whole dissension was 

pl~ced upon his shoulders. He defended his actions on the basis 

that he took these steps as the first executive officer only in 

the interest and well-being of the Turnerbund. The shameful in

sinuations that he was the leader, the dictator of the Vorort or 

the Turnerbundes were untrue. He did not believe any member of 

the Vorort was afraid to go to ~ashington. 

Jakobi was in favor of maintaining the Turnerbund but was 

opposed to the principle con essions. 

Yierner admonished the delegates rerarding th~ predicate 

of cowardice. He stated that though the actions of the Vorort 

were not justified according to the letter of the law, still in 

any organization situations arise making it necessary to act 

without makinp; rules beforehand .• 

Hix made it clear that the circulars from Washington did 

not state any reasons for going there. 

Eggers believed that the dangers were focussed through a 

magnifying glass. A demonstration of the democratic party in 

Washington against the Turner Convention because of the political 

situation would not take place. 

Escbman had faith in the r,ood intentions of the Vorort but 

found their reasons insufficient. He feared not only a sepl.ration 

of the Turnerbund to one in the east and one in the west but also 

additional separations. According to his instrµctions from his 

organization he requested that the Convention meet in Washington. 
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Fischer reninded E~fers about the contradictions he made 

( throu~h this speech. He accused him also of his neglect of duty 

) 

as a member of the Vorort. Fischer was not in favor of a separation 

of the 'furnerbund. It would r.iean only a relief of sick limbs and 

thus the balance of the healthy body would benefit. 

Buehrke requested that Cerhard from ·:.:ashinr:ton should state 

what he knevi of the primary reason for the transfer situation. 

Gerhard stated in general the lmown -story and definitely 

stated that there was no question about the sincerity and honesty 

of the writers intentions in these letters. In view of these the 

Vorort acted accordingly. 

A. _ll'ischer made a motion to table iTix' s motion for the time 
. -

beinf?.:, to examine Euene's mandate and if it were accepted to 'p:ive 

him the floor. This motion was carried and the mandate apain read. 

A. Tischer made a motion statine; that the so-called Convention 

in ·,\·ashington be considered unlawful and because of this their re-

presentative could not be accepted as a delegate. However, as a 

Turner, be should be allov1ed the pri vilep:e of speaking be.fore the 

vote was taken. 

Reventlow understood that only deler.ates were permitted to 

take part in discussions. 

Huene stated that he was a dele'f;ate from three national 

Turner societies. 

Huth stated that as such a delegate he was permitted to · 

speak. 

Fischer's motion was carried. 

Huene reported that 21 societies with 11 delegates having 

33 votes were present. He maintained that the so-called eastern 

societies were in accord with the principle of the Turnerbundes. 
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They did not want a separate Turnerbund. r11here v1as no danger in 

\iashington. '11he reason for the transfer was not at hand. He Vias 

received with friendly consideration, stayed with a gentleman who 

was a Democrat and was treated with respect and courtesy. Before 

his trip here his host drove him to the depot in a b1~gy with a 

nepro driver in front. 

The delef;ates in ~:ashington want unity in the Turnerbund and 

were the first to extend the hand. Huene requested the books of 

the Turnerbund and declared that if this request were not granted 

the eastern societies would start new books and would collect 

outstanding bills. 

Nix said the Conv~ntion should take precautions in nerotiating 

with v:ashinp.:ton because they have members who do not belonp:: to the 

) Turnerbund. 

Reuter and Buehrke proposed a middle c~urse. 

Jakobi asked that the delegation vote at once. 

The motion made by Jix was carried. 

The delegates from St. Louis were opposed to the decision end 

requested that their opposition be recorded in the minutes. 

Buehrke favored following a middle road. and made a motion to 

transfer the Convention to Philadelphia. This motion was declared 

out o:f' order. 

Jakobi was opposed to any concession. 

Stifel asked for suspension of the order o:f' the business. 

This request was carried. 

Baumgras believed the many accusations against the eastern 

\ ,_/ societies had not been completely proven and vms in favor of an 

honorable way to save the Turnerbund. Therefore, he presented 

the following motion: The Convention explain to the delegates 
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present in Washington that the Convention in Pittsburrh made a 

correct decision and requested the delep:ates in 'i·.ashinp:ton to join 

in the discussion for the welfare of the Turnerbund. Situations in 

Hashington were such that it was impossible for a Convention to 

convene there. 

~ ix was opposed to the motion. 

Fischer remarked that it appeared that the work of the entire 

day would be lost if concessions were made. Ee felt that the matter 

was entirely disposed of. 

Reventlovr asked that individual societies be informed of the 

action taken. 

:::a~ras was not inclined to malce concessions but ·believed that 

an invitation should be made. 

Allgewaehr was instructed to make every_ effort to brinp.: about 

unity for the National Turners. Therefore, he was in favor of the 

motion made by Baumgras regard.in~ sending a telerraphic report. 

Baumgras' motion was carried. 

Bertsch requested that the telegraph be sent at once. Carried. 

:ax made · a :motion that 'l'urner Gustav Tafel be authorized to 

expedite the matter. ~otion carried. 

Alleewaehr made a motion that the mandates of the St. Louis 

delegates be returned to them. Carried. 

Nix proposed givinf. these delegates a record of the present 

organization. Carried. 

A motion closed this session of the Convention. 
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:anutes of September 2nd, 1856 

A motion by Bertsch postponed the readin~ of the protocall until 

the afternoon session. 

A motion by Bertsch suspended the order of business for a period 

of 30 minutes. 

A motion b y Bertsch established this ruling : The Convention 

directs that all Bundesvereines receive a circular stating that the 

present convention here assembled has declared itself as the only 

legitimate one. Hov1ever, the ',·:ashington delegates also make this 

statement. Warning will be given to all societies not to be taken 

in by the statements made by the Washington Convention because they 

are .willing to get new b'boks and make some settlements as to the · 

possessions of the 'l1umerbund. 

Again a motion by rlertsch was 6a~ried: ~he President will 

appoint a committee of three to edit the circular. 

The President appointed Bertsch, Nix, and 3aumgras to form 

this committee. 

Jakobi stated that it would be our duty to warn the societies 

which are represented in ifiashington that they will be held res

ponsible for any stand they take. 

~erner stated that the circular should be sufficient. 

After the elapse of. thirty minutes another vote was carried to 

suspend the order of business until the decision regarding the 

circular was clarified. 

Bertsch reported for the cormnittee by reading the content 

of the circular. 

A motion by Reuter adopting the circular was carried. 

A motion by Jakobi decided that .the circular should be signed 

by the President and the Secretary. 
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Tafel moved that . the circular be submitted to the bureau for 

publishing. 

Bertsch' s motion to print 1000 copies · and mail them in suitabl·e 

numbers to societies was carried. 

A. Fischer moved that the friendly press should be requested to 

print the content of the circular. Carried. 

Following this business the Convention continued with the order 

of business. 

Esmann read the report of the Vorort. 

Allgewaehr moved that the report be accepted. 

Eggers reported on the financial situation of the Turnerbund. 

bittmann proposed that the bopkkeeper of the ,Vorort be requested 

to submit a special report regarding the financial situation of the 

Turnerbund as far as discretion will permit. Such report to be added 

to the Vorort's report to clarify these matters. 

Jakobi requested that Bittmann 1 s motion be tabled until the 

report of the finance c'onnnittee was submitted. Carried. 

Since the report of the Grievance Committee was not ready, a 

motion was made by Jakobi and carried to give them until the after-

noon session to make the report ready. 
I 

Y-lerner, "3smann, and Jakobi asked for proof regarding the situation 

between the Vorort and the New York society. This should be investi

gated by the Grievance Committee. 

Nix stated he couldn't see how an investigation could be ma.de 

since the 1iew York society was not represen tecl and so had no defender. 

Jakobi and Damm believed an investigation could be made even 

\ ) though ·the New York society was not represented. The latter has pre

sented several documents regarding the situation. 

Loew requested that this matter be dropped. 
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\' :erner moved that the Grievance Committee investig:ate this 

situation and include it in their report. Time was given until the 

following morning. 

Bertsch and Fischer stated they couldn't see how this criticism 

could be ma.de since there was no representative to present it. 

,:!erner maintained there was no criticism at this time only an 

investigation. He believed this was due to the society from which 

the Vorort was organized. 

Esmann stated there was no criticism at hand, it was _an 

administrative matter, ref;ard.ing which the Vorort wanted an in

vestigation in order that a clear understanding could be reached 

instead o.f . mistrust and anbigiousness. 

~erner's motion was carried. 

A motion by Jakobi 0ave the Turnerpaper Connnittee time until 

the next morning. 

Fischer's motion adjourned the Convention until 7:00 P.M. to 

give committees opportunity to work. At the same time he moved to 

contimre the evening session until 10:00 P.M. Carried. 

Submitted by Fellman, 1st 0ecretary 

Evening Session Qf September 2nd. 

The minutes of the previous session were read and adopted. 

A telegram from ,/iashington was read which stated: "V'le declare 

your statements regarding the transfer of the Convention to be lies 

and request the immediate return of Huene." 

A. Fischer moved to place this telegram with the discharged 

documents. 

Gambs requested that the Fina.nee Committee be given more time 

in order to submit a complete report. This Connnittee was given time 

until the next sess~on. 
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The Grievance Committee reported on the dissension of the 

Washington society and nade this motion: In snite of the repeated 

demands of the Vorort to effect an understanding with the dismissed 

party, the Tiashington Turnverein brought about no results. In 

addition repeated ~fforts to effect the same purpose were received 

coldly and sarcastically and were even brushed off. Therefore, the 

committee decided: 

1. That the dismissed p:roup of the ,,. ,·ashington society from now 

on should be considered the rightful National Turner society due to 

its tendency in thinking and its delegate, Gerhardt, should be ad

mitted to the Convention and r;iven the· right to speak from the floor 

and t-0 vote. 

Our reason for the above action against the Washinston 

) society is due to the immoral action of individuals v1ho acted as 

swindlers and were false to the main rules for which our Turnerbund 

stands. 

2. The new societ:r should be permitted to admit to membership 

those from the dismissed group who appear worthy and willing without 

requiring the payment of initiati·on fees and without waiting for the 

test period. 

3. The Vorort was neglie,ent in not sending the Turnerpaper and 

the Turner passes to the Washington society when requested. 

Jakob! requested that the statements re~arding the Vorort be 

separated from the rest of the motion. 

A. Fischer requested information as to whether the Vorort made 

real efforts to bring together the two factions of the Washington Turners 

L Allgewaehr stated that no one has the right to question the report 

of the Grievance Committee which wa~ able to consider carefully the 

legal documents in the case. 



Bertsch stated the Vorort has no compunction but that they 

( ) followed the wishes of the society rer a.rding the dispatch. 

) 

Becker: The Vorort 1s not at fault -if the pa.per and Turnpasses 

did not arrive in Washington. 

A. Fischer requested that the parts of the Grievance Committee's 

report be discussed separately • 

. Nix made a motion to discuss the que~tions in this way: to first 

decide whether to expel the Vlashington society which is now a member 

of the Turnerbund, and whether the other society shall be admitted to 

membership. Motion carried. 

Eggers _ felt this action was too ha.sty and requested a. report 

from . the dele~ates who went to ~ashington. 

· All~ewaeh.r was certain there was sufficient evidence to suspend = 

the Washington society. 

Meier from Buffalo was opposed to waiting for a.n answer anC.. holds 

that this society being untrue to the Buffalo platform deserves to be 

suspended. 

Bertsch couldn't understand why Turner Eggers f'elt he knew more 

about the V/ashington situation than the Vorort. He felt it could 

only mean that Egge~s must have.been having secret transactions with 

the Washington society. 

Eggers considered these remarks slanderous and requested an 

investigation. 

Bertsch stated that Eggers ·stated that this Convention should 

not be recognized and the books should not be surrendered at this 

time. He also ref'used to consider the reasons leading to the trans

fering of the Convention by the Vorort. 

Nix stated that since the Washington society betrayed the 

Turnerbund in several ways it should be expelled. He made a motion 

to expel the Washington Turner Society. Carried. 
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Jakobi stated that those members who withdrew from the v:ashington 

society and upheld the interests of the National Turners must receive 

consideration. 

The motion by the committee stated: the new society composed of 

members who withdrew from the original society should be admitted as 

members of the Turnerbund. The rights to speak from the floor and to 

vote should be given to their delegate Gerhardt who is present. Carried. 

A motion by Fischer stated that point two of the report of the 

Grievance Committee regarding admitti~g members of the suspended society 

into the new organization was tabled. 

Nix made a motion to accept the report of the Grievance Committee, 

admitting the parts where the Vorort was criticized and part two. 

Carried. 

REPORr OP THE COMMITTEE ON CRITICISl.:S 

(The disagreement between the New York Turner Society and the Vorort). 

After careful examination of several documents re~arding the disa

greement between the New York Social. Turner Society and the Vorort, we 

have come to the c·onclusion that the Society is guilty of breaking not 

only the rules of the National organization but also their own con

stitution by calling together a meeting of delegates to discuss situa

tions and make rulings, which can be done only by a legal number of 

National societies with the authorization of the Vorort. 

We see no reason for the first criticisms of the Vorort, the 

editor, and the cost of the Turnerpaper by the New York Society. All 

National societies are assessed alike for this paper and all regulation 

regarding it were placed with confidence in the hands Of the Vorort by 

the National Convention. The criticisms this society made are almost 

all similar accusations which were effected due to their first 

detrimental steps. 
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The circular letter of the New York Social Turnverein reveals 

that they are making every effort to gain honor for their society at 

the expense of the Turnerbund. This could cause the ruin of any 

la.rr,e movement and in this way the Na. tional Turnerbund could easily 

be forced out of existence. 

Considering the above reasons the committee considers the action 

of the Vorort toward the New York Turner Society wise in every respect. 

If the conduct of the Vorort appears self-centered, it was effected 

by the .forceful language used by the New York Society. I .t was necessary 

to take forceful steps against this society's actions usln~ a language 

to compete with theirs yet done so as to preserve the dignity and honor 

of the Vorort. Vfhen the editorial. staff printed the article which the 

New York Society felt was too one-sided, they attempted to hide the 

squab~ling of the outer group and call attention to the voices which 

criticized the constant digging agitation of the eastern group. 

The Convention must consider this policy desirable. It would be 

detrimental to the . interests of the Turnerbund if this were not done. 

In its efforts the editorial staff must consider the illustriousness, 

honor, and dignity of the National organization abo.ve the ambitions 

of individual societies. . ; 

It is, therefore, our belief that the New York Society could again 

be admitted to the Turnerbund after fulfilling its duties providing an 

understanding between the New York Social 1rurnverein and the Maenner 

Turnverein could be effected. 

We find it necessary, however, to criticize the Vorort for not 

publishing in the supplement pa.per the defense of the ·New York Social 

Turnverein. 

Nix made a motion not to take notice of the entire ·New York 

situation because the society in question was not a member of the 
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Turnerbund and sent no one to the Convention in order to defend 

itself.· 

Reventlow found the report confused and suggested it be re

turned to the committee so that it mip:ht be presented in a clearer 

and more logical form. 

Fellmann: ~ e cannot pass this action. He received instructions 

to criticize the Vorort because they did not publish the New York 

decisions. 

Werner was in favor of receiving the report omitting -reprimanding 

the Vorort. 

3uerke requested a thorough discussion of the situation. 

A. Fischer held that this situation was -clear: but as a matter of 

form an investi~ation should be held. 

) Jakobi was opposed to tabling this matter. . He felt- the Vorort 

\ _) 

was justified in its actions and seconded ,,·;erner's motion. 

Bertsch sided with the editorial staff and proved that the 

Vorort published all reports sent to him from New York. 

Nix stated it was unnecessary to debate this situation any 

longer. 

Werner stated this matter must be handled with great care in 

order to come to a definite agreeable decision. 

Fellmann stated that the New York Society was in the wrong but 

the Vorort failed in its part to satisfy the New York Society. 

Bertsch stated they could not comply with ·the wishes of the Hew 

York Society because they were too far reaching and because they 

were obligated to print them in the Turnerpaper. 

Jakobi ascertained that throughout the proceedings the Vorort 

was justified and believed it would have been unfair to publish the 

report in the Turnerpaper. 
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Esmann: The course followed by the Vorort re~arding the pub

lication of the report was · essential because of the relationship 

between the Vorort and the editoriai staff. 

Loew: The action of the New York Society was out of character 

and was in opposition to the National Constitution. 

The report of the committee was adopted omitting the last para

· graph regarding the criticism of the Vorort. 

The Convention rejected a criticism from the Rochester Society 

regarding the ~diting of the paper because of insufficient evidence. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Krebs, 2nd Secretary 

: lanutes for !'.iorninr: Session, Septe.mber 3rd 

A motion by Nix postponed the reading of the minutes until the 

afternoon session. 

Order of Business - Criticisms. 

The Gr.ievance Committee reported there was insufficient grounds 

for considering delegate Damm 1 s criticism of the Vorort in regards to 

their procedure in re-admitting the New York Social Turnverein upon 

the payment of a definite sum of money. 

l:Ieyer, delegate for Buffalo, moved to accept the report. 

Carried. 

Ga.robs, delegate for New York, requested the delegates to present 

facts to justify the accusations made against the New York Society. 

These facts were presented: The New York Society admitted 

members whom no National organization could aceept as such. 

Because the financial report could not be made until later, 

Baumgras requested a discussion on the lectures. He presented a plan 

which he considers as practical as the one proposed by the Vorort. The 
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Vorort shall send a list to organizations desiring lectures. A 

society requesting a .lecturer shall submit an application. The net 

income from such lectures shall be paid to the National Treasury and 

from the fund the lecturer shall be paid regardless of whether or 

not the society was in the position to pay the cost. 

Bertsch remark:ed that he saw nothfng new in this plan because 

in ~eneral it wa~ the same as the plan submitted by the Vorort. 

This undertaking had hitherto been hindered because of the in

dolence of the organizations. Bertsch believed that these lectures 

would soon be, organized if a definite proposal were made to the 

Vorort to take this- matter in hand. 

The Grievance Committee reported another criticism made by the 

Vorort regarding its receipt of literature from several societie's in 

flowery lan~uage. The com.~ittee read a goodly number of these letters 

·which were written in indecent languap:e. It recommended that the 

next Vorort table such letters without answers if any such letters are 

received. 

Nix made a motion to accept the report. Carried. 

Jakobi proposed to give Secretaries Kreb_s and Gentsch who were 

elected from the Pittsburgh Society the right to participate in the 

discussions. 

Loew objected to this proposal. 

Baumgras stated that it would be breaking a set rule. 

De.mm did not believe that any rule would be broken by such action. 

Tafel stated it would be against the rule to give them the right 

to vote but not to participate in the debates. 

Secretary Krebs clarified this m~tter hy stating that this request 

was made because the delegate from this society was elected President 

of the Convention and as such was not in position to speak in behalf of 

his society and to represent it. 
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The motion by Jakobi was carried. 

Esmann announced that a letter expressing the good wishes of 

the ~ew Orleans Society addressed to the Vorort just arrived. 

Next on the order of business was the report on the Turnzeitung. 

Tafel submitted the majority proposal and Bittmann the minority. 

The majority report is in r.eneral as follows: 

It is not oossible to enlar~e the paper at this time but more 

space can be obtained by purchasing smaller type to use for reports, etc. 

The following proposition is made rega~ding the management of 

the paper: 

1. This paper should be kept free fron personal and political 

controversies. 

2. Space in the paper on political, literary, and social 

questions, and ·on progress of free thought shoulq be apportioned 

equally. 

3. A weekly general and European review is requested. 

4. The Vorort should try to obta~n articles on practical 

Turning. 

5. It is the duty of the Vorort to see to it that the above . 

requests are progerly executed by the edi to'rial staff. 

The committee reported thEit in the present situation hiring 

one editor was an order. -The report of the minority differs ·on this 

point for they believe two editors should be hired to be responsible 

for and sign each article with their respective names. They also 

believe that a bookkeeper should be hired with a yearly salary of 

~312.00 to have as his duty managing the publishing office. The 

\..__./ report of' the majority requested that the National Turnzeitung should 

never be changed to a political paper. 
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Egr-ers stated that there appears to be little hope that some 

of the eastern societies will return to the Turnerbund and some western 

societies may follow their lead. This would cause a loss in the 

Treasury. Therefore, for economic reasons he is opposed to purchasing 

new type. He also stated that by condensing the print the cost would 

be higher as would the cost for the editorial staff. He wanted to 

separate the enterprise and believed that one editor would be suf'fi

cient. ivlos.t weekly papers, also many bi-weekly papers are edited by 

one man. Societies should submit more reports and articles on Turner 

activities which should be published i _n the Turnerpaper. 

A motion by Kaehne stated that the report should be discussed 

point by ·point. 

Reventlow wanted the paper to· stay as is, in its present form. 

He believed that smaller type would be advantage~us. 

Nix wanted a larger paper instead of usi~ smaller type. 

A. Fischer was opposed to smaller type because larger type is 

easier to read and is better in appearance. 

Bittmann: The increase in size of the paper would cost ~200.00 

and would necessitate the purchase of 200 pounds of type. The paper 

would look bette~ in the smaller form. 

Esmann wanted the committee report to be understood in such a 

way that the quantity of the print should not be definitely decided. 

Werner: A better way to save space would be accomplished by 

omitting the spacing between lines instead of using small type. 

Headings and sub-headin~s could be set up in smaller type and thus 

the appearance of the paper would be improved. 

Eggers again pointed out reasons of economy and repeated the 

previous expenses. He stated that the cost of the paper cannot be 

higher. He held that the quality of the present reading material 
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at the present price was suff:1.cient and satisfa.ctor:f. 'i .:e must 

prevent financial difficultie~. 

Koehne: "Since the experts have voiced their opinion he 

believes there would be no danger. He believed,_ however, that 

Eggers'explanation was not fully correct. 11 

Baump;ras: "An increase in readinp: material is very much 

desired and should not be disputed. The ~a.in in morale would 

soon be noticeable." 

\ : erner: 11 Our discussion is regarding the necessity of 

the proposed improvements. The Turnzeitung stands alone in its 

technical equipment. should consider our readers who want 

to read a lot. The best method of increasinr. the popularity of 

the make : and enlarr,ing its subscriptions is to increase the 

reading ma. t eria.l." 

Krebs: 11 If the first art::tcle of the proposal is not adopted 

the additional proposals cannot be carried out." 

The report of the committee was accepted and carried. 

Rep:a.rding the Management of the Paper 

1. Allt,ewaehr believed that controversial questions cannot 

be eliminated for reasons of honor but they should . be brief. 

Mayer (Galena) was of the same opinion. The editors niust 

have the opportunity to defend themselves. 

Rapp stated that the frequent shamef'ul attacks should be 

answered. After the election battle this will lessen to a great 

extent. 

Ba.umgras stated th.at the present battles are battles in 

principle and tendency which cannot be passed over lightly. 

Koehne ·stated that it should be understood that the report 

does not mean that the editors should not defend themselves. 
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f. •• Fischer stated that the editorial staff should work toward 

a refined and more pleasing attitude instead of physical rou~hness. 

The editorial staff should stay clear of extremes. We are against 

extremes and expect to have our national or~an kept free from them. 

It should take a definite stand against attack, but should not allow 

itself to be taken in by a squabble. 

Nix did not want the editors to be prevented from taking a stand 

and answering attacks if their honor is at stake. 

Tafel and Bauer defended the proposal and requested that the 

word possible be inserted. 

Bittmann showed that Nix and others did not urderstand the 

suqject µnder discussion. He explained what was meapt by contro

versies. Proper answers should be given a.tall times-but these should 

not develop into pen battles. 

Bauer: The editorial .staff always has the right to answer but 

such answers should not be lengthy discussions. Often the opposition 

is mean and controversies with them lead to known results. 

Bggers: The Turnzeitung is the organ of the Turnerbund and not 

of the editorial staff.· Every attack so far was directed not to the 

'.rurnerbund but rather to the personalties. Therefore, in general, lt 

is unfair for the editors to u§e the paper to answer these attacks. 

In many cases they were one-sided. He requested a sharp division be-

tween material and personal and was in favor of strict adherence to 

the proposal when it was adopted. 

Reventlow stated that the previous speakers did not appear to 

understand the situation of the American editors. He wanted everyone 

\ / to have the right to defend himself in his paper against any personal 
- __ / 

attacks. The editorial staff of the paper should not be limited but 

instead be given more freedom. 
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A motion by Nix was carried which adopted the amended committee 

report omitting the word ilpolitical. 11 

2. Fellmann requested that the word 11 scientific 11 be substj_tuted 

for the word 11 literacy • 11 

Loew requested that the word "technical" be added. 

Baumgra.s defended the last motion. 

Reventlow requested that 11 social 11 and 11 technical 11 be separated. 

The inotion with the amendment by Loew was carried. 

3. Baumgra.s asked to have 11 p:enera.l review" defined definitely. 

Esmann stated that the sphere of the paper is positive and also 

the general view. 

A. Fisch'r requested an ~ppropriation of ~100.00 for the Vorort 

to be used to gain access to the la.test h'uropean literature. 

Nix was opposed to this proposal because it .was an unnecessary 

expenditure. 

The motion with .Fischer's amendment was carried. 

4. Reventlovr a-nd Rapp reported such material should not be 

printed in the pa.per. Tney stated that specific technical articles 

would be valuable and should l:;>e printed. If they had known that such 

articles would ha.ye helped Turners, they could have fornarded them 

very easily. 

Bauer: Rapp should have known that requests for this type of 

article were made many times. He was not of the same opinion as 

Reventlow and believed that such articles were very practical. 

Werner: The middle road to our goal is still very incor.iplete. 

Because of the neglect in printing such articles we fail to see the 

\ . way that would contribute a lot toward education in general. The -- ./ 

Vorort should take the proper steps·. It should not be left to the 

editorial staff. 
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Bertsch: I am surprised that delerate Reventlow does not 

hold in higher esteem of Turner exercises. It is sad to see only 

movements in these exercises. All bodily exercises are of greatest 

importance in building up a sound mind and a sound body and help 

toward the correct development of the human being. Thus they play 

a major role in the educational program. The most educated races 

of the ancient nations, Greeks and nomans, yes, even our forefathers, 

the old Germans, placed a high value on it. They knew the value of 

physical development for the human beinp;, f .or family life, and for 

national life. Today it should again be our aim to make Turning a 

major part of the all-round development of the human race1 

Bit~mann: The article~ in question should explain not only 

specific exercises and how they are done but should also shov1 v1ba. t 

can be accomplished by our Turner e.xercises. 

The motion of the committee was adopted. 

5. The statement on supervision was carried without any 

discussio12. 

Next on the order of business was discussion of the report 

of the minority regarding hiring one or two editors. 

Ra.pp stated that Becker and he preferred not to be separated 

and if the question were pecuniary they were ready to make a 

sacrifice. 

Loew was instructed to suggest a confidence vote and to state 

that one editor is not sufficient, especially since a ruling was just 

made which would necessitate more worl-: for the editors. He was in 

favor of keeping both editors. 

Baumgras stated that if the editors were willinp.: to take a 

reduction in salary, he would support the minority report. 
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Nix stated it would be a sh.a.me if now, at the crises in 

principle, one editor was eliminated fron office. I t would 

certainly be a concession to some eastern societies. 

Eg~ers was of the opinion that Nix's worry was without foundation. 

However, he prefers to retain two editors until Hovember 4th, then let 

one editor go. He requested that the publishing· office be separated 

from the editorial office and that the Vorort take over the former. 

J. •• Pischer· wanted to consider this matter not as a personal 

question or question of principle but in a practical way. He asked, 

11 could one editor of the Turnzeitung edit the paper or not?" He 

believed it could be answered with, 11 Yes." He showed that the Turner-

paper receives many orip:inal articles and th.at the editors have plenty -. 

of time to go around making speeches. Also, he shov1ed that the editors 

) do not spend all their workint' time on the Turnerpaper. It is e.lso 

generally recognized that v: . Ra~p is the only editor. Nix' s fears have 

no foundation. The discharge of only one editor will not be a setback. 

) 
( 

Reuter was instructed by his society to give the editors a vote 

of confidence and to express their desire that these two editors be 

hired ap.ain with the addition of a manager. He was, therefore, . in 

favor of the minority report • 

. Loeser and Reventlow felt the same as the last speaker and 

Approved two editors without a reduction in their salaries. Two 

editors liven things up and assist each other. It would be too 

bad if the eqitor also functioned as the manager. For this reason 

we could consider letting the editors make a sacrifice in order to 

hire a I!lanager. 

R. F.ischer received instructions to vote for two editors. He 

believed that, if one considered the content of the reading material 

offered so far and wished improvement as the organization grew, this 

procedure would be best. 
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Buerke stated the opposition of the Baltimore society to hlring 

two editors in the previous convention and repeated it in this one. 

He requested one editor and a manager in order to prevent difficulties 

from arising . One editor should be sufficient to edit -a weekly paper. 

Allgewaehr was in favor of only one editor so the other would be 

in a position to publish another paper. 

Damm believed that the Turnerpaper was properly edited. 

Rapp advised the delegates not to pay heed to the remark made 

by a previous speaker ~er.arding the upper and under command between 

Be.cker and him. He also defended himself against other accusations 

regarding wasting time. 

Ger~rdt stated he received no special instruct,ions from his 

society but regards hiring two editors necessary. He ·wanted to know 

how much less pay they would take · in order to expedite the matter. 

rnetzger wanted two editors, so one could write articles largely 

about Turning~ 

Hendrich requested . a confidence vote for the two present editors 

but requested that in the future only one editor with a trained manager 

be hired. 

Werner: It ,was largely because of pecuniary reasons that the 

majority report requested one editor. If two editors can be main-

tained and their salaries paid without placing the Treasury of the 

Turnerbund in an insecure position and endangering its credit, then 

he was in favor of retaining the ~ervices of two editors. 

Bauer stated that a firm financial foundation is the best and 

most necessary foundation for the Turnerbund. }1or this reason it is 

( ~ the most important question to be considered at all times. With this 
. ./ 

in mind the report of the majority was made. He believed that one 

editor could do the job without lowering the quality of the paper. 
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Nix stated that the renort was misleading. First, it mentioned 

the contents of the pape;r, then the nan who should do the v1ork, and 

then the pay he should receive. He ·was in favor of ha. ving two editors 

under any circumstance. 

Rosenweig had instructions to vote for two editors. He preferred 

to increase· the price of the paper. 

·Hill requ·ested two ed'i tors with the addition of a business manav.er. 

Adjournment until 2:00 P.M. 

After.noon Session - September 3rd. 

Turner Franz Tresch presented his mandate as a delegate from 

Hartford, New Brita.in, and i.;aterbury. This vms inspected by the 

committee on c.redentials and fou.nd to be in order. As requested, 

delegate Tresch ·made the following report: He received instructions 

from his society and attended the Convention in Washington with the 

belief that it was not necessary to transfer the Convention and sin

c·erely believed tha.t in the end the Convention would meet in V.1ashinp;ton. 

He had proved to himself through his reasoninr. and experience that· it 

would be better to hold the Convention ther·e. His first reception 

was very heartwarming and courteous but as soon as he started with 

the political attitude the friendliness disappeared and the beer 

almost went dry. It is without question that the society in Washinrton 

is working with the Democratic Party. The Convention could have been 

held in VJashington if no delegates mentioned any doings of the 

Republican Party. As soon as this were done it would have been the 

signal to separate and divide the Convention into two factions. It 

would have been worse than the condition now existing. 

Tresch stated that he signed the dispatch from Seifert, the 

Chairman and delegate from Newark but that it was not prepared that 
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way. If the Yrnrd 11 lie" appeared it must have been chan[Zed by the 

carrier of the dispatch. He recited the followinp: anecdote: As 

soon as the meetinf started a larfe figure wearing a long blackcoat 

and a white tie sneaked in and took a place in a corner. The Speaker 

asked if it was his pleasure to believe that a representative of the 

press was here as a reporter and offered him a seat in the hall. This 

was answered with a broad YEB. Soon thereafter several letters con

cerning transfering the Convention were read and the Speaker requested 

the Convention delegates to give permission to submit these letters to 

the press representative for the purpose of having the~ printed in the 

New Yorker Staatszeitung. Tresch made a motion to reject this request. 

Tresch wa.s soon positive of :the attitude of those present and left 

V!ashington for Pittsburgh. He believed that an ap:reement could have 

been reached if both sides had been less stubborn. 

Continuation of the discussion relating to the editor. 

Loew bel·ieved that two editors were necessary because they can 

relieve each other. A paper with only one editor cannot produce as 

satisfactory results as one with two. 

Eggers offered again the financial consideration and also believed 

tha. t the grounds for the .greatly feared impressions of principle were 

insufficient. 

Kleinecke from Baltimore believed that the additional expense 

during the previous year was paid in i\111 and requested two editors for 

the future with an added manager, if this were possible without increas

ing expenses. 

Koehne also believed that the present conditions would not be of 

long duration and, therefore, requested a ruling that the management 

and editorial work be separated, as a favorable change. 
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Bittmann: Leavinr, all other situations out of the question 

it is a necessity to have two editors because of the many decisions 

made by this Convention. If it was found by the previous Convention 

that two editors were necessary it is even more evident now that two 

are necessary since the increased duties of the Turnerbund must be 

taken care of and since we hope to increase the circulation of the 

Turnerpaper more and more to others outside our organization. 

:aauer remarked that he stood firm on the financial standpoint 

and stated that accepting the report of the minority would effect 

the ruinations of the Turnerbund. 

· The minority report was separated for voting. The motion for 

two editors was carried. with 35 votes in favor a~d 26 opposed. By 

a general vote it was decided that· the editors should sien their 

) names to their articles. 

The following passages of the report were amended as follows: 

Allgewaehr: The editorial staff should receive ~24.00 for 

each issue. 

Buerke made a motion to give the editors -0,1,000.00 a year with 

the possibility of a gratification at the end of the year if the 

financial condition of the Turnerbund would permit it. 

Eggers requested that the -- salary be reduced to ~400.00 and the 

same sum allotted. to·the Vorort for circulation and bookkeeping. 

A. Fischer stated t~t since the . decision had been made to have 

two editors, they should both receive fair wages and should not be 

paid what only one would receive. 

Ba.umgras was in favor of Bittmann•s motion. 

Bauer was in favor of Allgewaehr's motion and was of the belief 

that this was similar to the settlement made in the previous Convention. 

He definitely was not in favor of an increase. 
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Nix bel.ieved it shameful to pay less. 

Buerke upheld his motion. 

'i!erner an.d Baumgras spoke in favor of Allgev.raehr' s motion. 

Bittmann believed it might not be possible to find two editors 

who were willing to work for ~1000.00 ( ~p500.00 each). 

Bittmann's remark was rejected and Allgewaehr's motion carried. 

Koehne made a motion to set aside th~ sum of ~500.00 for the 

circulation of the paper and the business management. 

Nix requested that the circulation and bookkeeping be separated. 

The foreman of the printing office ta.king the responsibi-lity of the 

circulation and thereby receiving more pay. A bookkeeper should be 

· hired for the sum of $400.00 •. This motion was lost. 

Esmann held that the concentration of ·the Verort's business for 

the Turnerbund was very beneficial and advantageous and most desirable 

for the Vorort. He recommended hiring a business mana8er who would be 

- under the supervision of the Vorort. 

Krebs requested that a business office be set up but thinks a 

·good man who understands this work could not be hired for the sum of 

~500.00. He requested a. raise to ~600.00 or ~700.00. 

Eggers considered a business manager , necessary due to the amount 

of business the Vorort has. He requested ~p600.00 for the position. 

Buerke was opposed . to allot ing more than ~?500. 00. 

Koehne thought ~500.00 was definitely sufficient. 

Baumgras was convinced that no man who could do the job well would 

be willing to work for that salary. 

Esmann again pointed out the advantages the Turnerbund would receive 

") through these changes. 

\ , Koehne's motion was carried. 

The entire, and much improved motion regarding the Turnerpaper, 

was then carried. 
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Since a motion by Bittmann suspended the order of business for 

a period of 30 minutes in order to receive the report of delegate 

Tresch (for Tresch 1 s report see earlier report of the minutes) a 

motion by Bittmann referred back to the order of business and dele~ate 

Tresch received the thanks of the Convention. 

The Finance Connnittee submitted its report (see financial report 

or° the Vorort). Allgewaehr moved that the report be adopted. Seconded. 

Carried. 

The Auditing Committee requested permission to make a verbal ~eport. 

Jakob's motion .to receive the report was carried. 

R. Fischer reported ~hat they had only a short time to examine 

the books but found them in good order and stated they were kept with 

extremely good care. 

Jakobi made a motion to accept this report. Carried. 

Bittmann made this motion and requested a discussion: The book

keeper of tne Vorort should be requested to present a special report 

on the financial situation of the Turnerbund, as far as dis~retion 

permits. This report should be a suppliment to the report of the 

Vorort. Such would effect a clearer exp~anation. 

Bittmann•s motion was carried. 

A motion by Jakobi was carried and decided ·th.at a special 

committee of three delegates be elected to collect and study important 

instructions. 

A motion by Vlerner requested the President to appoint this 

connnittee. Carried. 

I'he committee appointed consisted of Gerhard, :Meyer (Buffalo) and 

Loeser. 

Eggers made a - motion to adjourn the Convention until 8:00 the 

next morning. 
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Gamb' s request to transfer his mandate to Damr:i and S. Loev1' s 

request to transfer his to Reventlov1 were p:ranted. 

Eggers retracted an expression he used 11 cowardice 11 (Feip.;heit). 

Meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES FOR SEP11EhJ:BER 4TH, A. M. 

The Secon_d Vice-President Bittmann opened the meet_ing. 

Secretary Krebs read the minutes of the session on Tuesday 

evening, ~eptember 2nd. 

Eggers requested that it be recorded that he offered proof 

against the accusations that he had secret doings with the New York 

Soc'ial Turnverein, or else he demanded an investigation. 

The remarks made by Allgevmehr, lettinp.; off steam, were s·ettleci 

in the report by A. Fischer. 

B~umgras made a motion to accept the minutes. Carried. 

Secretary Fellmann read the minutes of the September 3rd morning 

session. 

Baum.gras remarked that his motion regarding the lectures was 

not stated properly. His motion was as fol_lows: The proceeds of 

each lecture should be turned over to the lecturer after the expenses 

of the respective· society were deducted. All societies could ha.ve 

suitable 'lectures because though the proceeds might be smaller for 

smaller societies, the larger proceeds from larger societies would 

compensate. 

Eggers remarked that this correction be made regarding his 

statements in a certain part of the minutes: That at this time the· 

~ hope for a conciliation would be placed in the background. 
\ 

Jakobi remarked that this should be recorded. He and his 

delegates were completely in accord with the editorial question 

and were not permitted to express their point of view. 
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Reventlow made a motion to adopt the minutes with the 

corrections. 

A. Meyers requested that the order of business be suspended in 

order to bring in a resolution to shorten all debates. 

Koehne did not want to shorten the debates. He stated that we 

owe it to our Constitution to see to it that all business is thoroughly 

settled. 

Meyer's motion was lost. 

ORDER OF THE DAY · 

Gerhard report for the cormnittee on the study of important 

instructions. 

Baumgras requested the acceptance of the report without further 

debate, because the important points were connected with the revision 

of the Constitution. 

Jakobi, Nix, and Buehrke requested single discussion. 

Bertsch stated. that most of the points would be settled in the 

discussion of the Constitution's revision. 

Koehne's motion stated that several points of the report should 

be taken up separately. It was amended by Yierner to refer the points 

to the CoI?ll~ittee on the Revision of the Constitution and they should 

decide whether it was a part of the Constitution revision or should be 

discussed separately. Motion carried. 

The articles 1-7 were submitted· to the Constitution Committee 

for consideration. It was voted after a motion from Jakob! to take 

up the im..~ediate investigation of the debt situation of the Vorort 

in Phi~adelphia according to the specific instructions of the 

Cincinnati delegates as stated by Article B. 

Baumgras asked if legal documents were not such that this matter 

could be settled at once. 
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Esmann's motion was carried which decided to call the speaker 

of the previous Vorort, Wm. Rapp. 

Bauer's motion requested that the Chairman should call G. Becker, 

as the expert, at the same time. 

Delegate Loeser was sent. 

Bau.~~ras' motion requested that the balance of the report be 

submitted to the Constitution Revision Committee. A request to 

ratify the Republican Presidential nomination was received from the 

Rochester society. 

REVISION OF .THE GONSTITUTION 

In order to keep the entire proceeding toge~her it was decided 

that the protocall be continued at·a later time. 

With the •rrival of ~m. Rapp and G. Becker the investigation 

of the Philadelphia society began. 

Eggers reported on the matter in a lengthy detailed talk, 

reading letters, etc. 

Rapp stated that the accusations directed to him were not pre

sented in the way he expected. The National Executive Management in 

Philadelphia was very bad. He stood alone, deserted by all and ad

mitted that many mistakes were made. He did not wish to accuse Dotter 

nor did he blame himself'. A great deal of' figuring was done by the 

Treasurer and himself, as well as other persons and mistakes could 

easily have been made because of inaccurate bookkeeping. He recognized 

the receipt given to Bernheimer. Givinr, bail as security was a matter 

for the Vorort. The Treasurer mailed the papers and if the delivery 

was retarded it was neither his not Rapp•s fault. Small sums of 

subscription money was received by the Treasurer but every time he 

forwarded this money to Dotter or settled it some other way. 
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Rapp stood ready to make good any mistakes that were proved to 

be due to his carelessness or mistakes. He hoped there would be no 

suspicions regarding his intentions which were honorable. There was 

no attempt to deliberate cheat though there may have been some in-

accuracies. 

Eggers proved his right to mistrust the Philadelph~a society by 

showinc contrary statements were made·. 

A. Fischer stated that the Cincinnati Vorort had long ago been 

certain that the business management was corrupt. He requested _ a 

thorough investigation. Many things had to be considered in settling 

this matter. He suggested that an investigation committee be appointed 

to look in.to and clear up this matter. 

G. Becker stated he had no recollection of the ~176.00 v1hich was 

in question from the start. Receipts were given to Dotter and Rapp. 

The society did not expect these would be withheld and did not know 

what happened to them. He checked the subscription money with Dotter 

but was sure that Dotter at the end of the year did not know how much 

money had been turned over to Becker. 

Rapp once again objected to these accusations. He stated he was 

willing to make gc;>od any amount . if proof was given that it vras due to 

his neglect. 

Allgewaehr's motion made this ruling: This matter should be 

submitted to the Vorort for investigation, and thence be settled 

definitely. 

Allgewaehr requested that the amount of ~~70.00 be credited to his 

society. This amount was sent to the Vorort in Philadelphia for the 

I benefit of Columbus and never received by the latter. 
~~ 

Eggers requested time to examine the books. 

Baumgras stated that the Turnerbund must suffer the losses. 
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( Eggers made a motion which submitted the entire situation to the 

{ 

Vorort so that a proper settlement could be reached. Carried. 

Recess. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Pellrnann, 8ecretary 

REPORr OF THE COHST=TUTIONAL REVISION COkLIT':PJi~E· 

September 4th - P.M. 

Bertsch read the report of this committee and explained and 

defended its points. 

Bertsch made a motion in his closinp: sentence stating that in 

the Introduction 11 the renera.1 revolutionary ideas" be changed to 

"the general current ideas of decided . progress." 

) Paragraph 1 - adopted as reported. 

Paragraph 2 - changed fron five to ten minutes. Carried. 

Paragraph 3 - carried. 

Paragraph 4 - Baumgras made a motion to omit this paragraph. 

carried. 

-Paragraph 5 - changed from 14 days to 4 weeks. Carried. 

Para.graph 6 - Jakobi moved to retain the former para.graph. 

Kleinecke stated that the existence of two societies 

in one city could do the Turnerbund no harm. 

A. Fischer made a motion that the Convention should 

make the decision on the application to join when a 

Turner was already in existence there. 

This motion was lost. 

Buerke: There should never be two National Turner societies in 

the same city. 
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Jakobi 1 s motion was carried. 

Pararraph 7 - carried as requested by the committee • . 

Paragraph 8 - carried. 

Paragraph 9 - carried. 

Paragraph 10 - carried. 

Paragraph 11 - carried. 

Complaints directeu a~ainst the Vorort or the 

editorial staff can be printed in onlY. the fJ..1urner

paper, no other. The Vorort must print such accu

sations in the supplementary sheet of the paper as 

soon as possible when requested to do so. 

Parar-raph 12 - carried as chanr,ed. 

Paravraoh 13 - carried. 

Paragraph 14 - By \', erner' s motion the former rule in para.rraph 11 

was inserted here instead. 

Paragraph 15 - carried. 

Paragraph 16 - by rlau.mp.;ras' motion parapraph 23 of the former rule 

was inserted here instead. 

Vierner made a motion to chanp.:e parap:raph 4 as follows: Every 

society joining the National froups must submit a membership report 

and a statement regarding the society's doin~s in general. 

:NAfJ..'IONAL EXECUTIVE COl;J•iITTEE AlfD COHVENTION 

Paragraph 17 - carried. 

Paragraph 18 - carried. 

Paragraph 19 - Rights and duties of the Vorort. 

1) Carried. 

2) Carried. 

3) Carried. 

4) Carried. 
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5) Omitted. 

6) Carried. 

?) Carried. 

8) Carried. 

9) Carried. 

10) Carried. 

Parae;raph 20 -
Paragraph 21 -
Parap;raph 22 -
Paragraph 23 -
Paragraph 24 -

~a rar ra ph 25 -
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carried. 

Carried. 

carried. 

carried. 

Points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, carried. 

Bittmann requested the words "on request" be 

added. Carried. 

Paragraph 26 - carried. 

Paragraph 27 - Catalop,ue of all National Organizations. 

3aumgras requested this be omitted since it was 

unnecessary. 

Krebs was of the same opinion, more so because 

without these the names are already made public by 

printing the addresses. 

This paragraph was omitted. 

BY-LAVIS 

Paragraph 1 - a, b, c, d, carried; e eliminated and the last part 

of paragraph 1 of the former rules was added. 

Para~raph 2 - carried. 

Paragraph 3 - Societies helping National 'l'urners in traveling or 

givinri Turners sick benefits may request compensation 

from the National Treasury for such disbursements. 
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Baumgras stated that in this rulj_nr is one of the most worth-

while aids to any Turner, namely, hospitality. 

Krebs was firmly opposed to it because it would deplete the 

National Treasury too much and would lend itself to a lot of misuse 

of the Treasury. 

~;;erner favored this proposition of the connnittee. 

Jakobi had instructions to support it. 

The pararraph in question was finally omitted. 

Allp.ev~aehr made this motion: National societies are requested 

to establish sick benefit branches. 

Baumgras secondea this motion as instructed by the ~heboygan 

society, ·however, personally, he i~ opnosed to it. : 

~ix was opposed to it. 

Krebs was a.tao opposed to it because sm_e.11 orp.:a.nizations v:ould be 

ruined by this. It was practical only for larger societies. 

Tafel, Jakobi, and Lerner were all opposed to it. 

~amm's motion to also form a benevolent branch was rejected. 

Allgewaehr made a forceful and enthusiastic appeal for creating 

a sick benefit branch. His motion was defeated. 

The proposal, of the committee to recommend the establishment of 

sick benefit branches in all societies was carried. 

Para.f-raph 4 - A. Fischer was opposed to the first part of this 

paragraph. He made the motion to substitute para

graph 3 of the former rules to take its place. 

Carried. 

Paragraph 5 - Carried. 

Para.graph 6 - ? - Carried. 

Paragraph 8 - :{ix changed this parafrraph to read Honly recommended. 

Carried. 
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Para.&:raph 9 - Carried. 

Parar,raph 10 - Jakobi made the followinr improvement:· "During the 

coming year the Vorort should send printed drawings 

of pyramids and new apparatus designs to all socie-

ties, in an insert in the Turnerpaper. 11 Carried. 

Paragraph 11 - Carried •. 

Paraeraph 12 ~ Carried as recomr1ended by the committee. 

Paragraph 13 - Carried. 

Para.graph 14 :aaumgras wa'8 opposed to this paragraph. 

~gp.ers asked what the cost would .be. 

Tafel stated that the setting-up process could be 

made very simple and should not cost very much. 

Carried. 

Paragraph 15 - Carried. 

SESSION OF SEPTEEBER 5TH - A.1·.1. 

Continuation of the Revision of the By-Laws. 

Parafraphs 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22, Carried. 

Paragraph 23 - Hix -~equested a change, to strike out •:east and 

west. 11 Carried. 

Paragraph 24
1 

- Baumgras r~quested a prize for graphic art. 

Buerke requested a prize be p:iven for oration. 

Both requests were carried. 

Paragraph 25 - Carried. 

Paragraph 26 - Tafel had instructions from Louisville to request 

that the Turnfest and Convention be held in the 

same city. 

Nix requested they be held in separate cities. 

Tafel's motion was rejected. 
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The. proposal of the committee was carried. 

Parap-raph 27 - i~rre.np;ements for the Turnfest. 

Jakob~ had instructions from :l·i a.shville to propose St. Louis 

for the r.L1urnfest. 

A_dditional cities were proposed: l.lilwa.ukee, Ghicar:o, i:>altimore. 

3uehrke stated that .Dalt irnore was ready to accept the Turn:fest. 

Fellmann proposed Buffalo, l~ •. Y. 

r~ieier ·announced that Buffalo could not accept. 

Jakobi ,recor.miended l.iilwaukee as a consideration to the -~ - ~stern 

societies. 

Several others recor.1.?Tlended Milwaukee. 

'This· city, i:iilwaukee was chosen as the 'i1urnfest c;ity. 

The followinF cities were proposed for the place to hold the 

) National 'I'urnerbund Convention: \.'heelinr, 3al timore, Boston, Rochester, 

Detroit and Chicar,o. 

Fellmann was in favor of Rochester. He remarked that this city 

was suitable and very a.dvantar-eous. 

3uehrke stated that since the Turnfest was not to be held in 

Baltimore, he would like to have the. Convention held there. 

A. Fischer proposed Indianapolis. 

The votinr decided that Detroit would be the Convention city. 

Cincinnati was elected by acclamation as the Vorort. 

Paragraph 29 - Carried. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Krebs, 2nd Secretary 

DE3A.Tl<~ REGARDING THE EDITORS 

Paragraph 5 - ~.'dlhelm Rapp and Godfrid Becker as editors of 

the Turnerpaper. 
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A. I'ischer stated that the committee presented a prc;>position and 

was of the opinion this should be accepted without the privilege of 

voting. 

Baumgras remarked that this was done in the last Convention. 

Because he did not believe that the accusation directed at the one 

editor was justified, he was in favor of the committee report. 

i.Ieyer fror.i Galena. had instructions to vote in favor of retaining 

the present editors. 

Egp:ers requested that O. Reventlow replace W. Rapp. 

Jakobi _requested that nominations be made. 

Gerhard was in favor of a vote of con.ridence for.and the reelection 

of the present ; editors. 

Rapp stated he did not want to appear to be praisinr: himself but 

) he was of the opinion that, in spite of the many accusations directed at 

him, he still has a clear conscience. Otherwise he would not have appear· 

ed at the Convention. To the best of his ability he worked courageously 

for the principles of the Turnerbund and for freedom. He answered in 

an honorable way the many attacks, resulting from the Buffalo Convention 

Platform to which he was subjected. 

A. Fischer stated that the members had a right to know the editors 

beliefs. The editors appeared to have refused to sign the articles in 

the paper. 

We~ner was of the opinion that Rapp should not be ·present during 

the debate. However, he was not in any way influenced by his presence. 

Jakob! and Koehne stated that they wanted to express their per

sonal opinion and did not wish to be influenced by the committee. 

Buehrke was of the same opinion but was a~ainst any rulin~ which 

prevented an accused from defending himself personally. He requested 

open and free voting. 
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Esmann ':10.s of . the opinion that the entire debate v.ras out of 

order since no motion had been made. 

Baumgras ·did not see . hov1 in any vmy the deleetates from 

Cincinnati could be influenced by a motion. 

Jakobi's motion was adopted. 

Becker, rleventlow, Danai, Rapp, Rotha.clcer, and ~:: ielscher were 

nominated. 

Loew stated that inasmuch as the present editors were not being 

re-elected the members were affirminp: the action of the Nevi York Social 

Society. 

A. Yischer stated that he did not blame the editors, he was o.f 

the opini'on that they were· merely doing their duty. 

Bauer objected to the insinuatinr- remarks rnade by Loew. 

) Loevr avered, and he requested it ·be recorded, that the deler;ates 

who had instructions from their societies to re-elect the editors, 

and who permitted themselves to be misled by .superficial accusations 

to dismiss one of these editors, were being unfair and mean. 

\~.·erner stated that the accusations Cincinnati made were not 

superficial, on the contrary they were definite facts. He bed the 

be~t opportunity to watch the actions of the editors and was con

vinced that this situation could not exist much lonr,er without being 

very harmful to the National organization. 'l1he best could not be 

accomplished because the two . editors disagreed. Another ppint to 

be considered was that the editors represent the National orr,anization 

and so must not only edit a good paper but also one that has the res

pect of a larger circle - the public. Personal opinions should be 

omitted and the interests of the National organization considered. 

Meyer from Galena was of the opinion that the editors were 

good and honorable and should be re-elected. 
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Bittmann stated he \'lilJ have to p:ive an account of his act1.ons 

to his society 11' he voted in opposition to their instructions. 

Koehne was oi' the opinion that delegates would not vote in 

opposition to their instructions if it were not fully justified. 

Rosenweig requested that the editors must be morally clean. 

3aump.ras stated that the members of the Vorort and the society 

from wh:!.ch they were chosen represent the moral character of the 

rrurnerbund more so than the editors of the r11 urnerpaper. The paper 

i-s the expression of the intellip:ence of the National organization 

not the character of the editors. They may be subjected to attacks 

at any time and are often unjustly criticized. Every delegate vrho 

stood with Rapp, nraised him hip:hly. ; Some time a.p:o the Turnerpaper 

even received a national co~mendation. · 

r .. ietzger was in favor of a vote of confidence. Ee was· opposed 

to the trend of the accusations stated as if the Turnerpaper was 

Rapp's paper "so stated by Knip,ht Ra.pp and his Knave." 

Hill stated he would disregard his instructions and vote as 

he sees fit. 

Gerhard's motion closed the debate and requested a vote. 

Tafel stated. that the best interests of the Turnerbund should be 

considered most important rather than the personal dislikes of the 

Cincinnati delegates. 

Damm stated he was of. the opinion that Rapp's actions in the 

Philadelphia situation were not justifiable, and believed he could 

vote as he thinks best. 

A. Fischer stated that if the vote is ta.ken only on the report 

'~ 0£ the connnittee the whole purpose of the debate is lost. The other 

proposals should also have been discussed. The question . is not to 

dismiss the edi.tors but rather to take a neVI vote. 
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R. I1ischer stated that he was not sure that the present ed1.tors 

could. work · to~ether harmoniously in the future. :ie has not ma.de up 

his mind as to whether their re-election would be detrimental. 

Vote was taken: Becker 59, Reventlov1 37, and Rapp 18. 

Protest made: .Caumr,ras vot€d. for Happ and 3e·cker. 

Reventlow state that he would be a candidate only if all new 

candidates were considered, not if, as stated in the motion of the 

committee report, his name were substituted for Happ's. 

This was done. 

Parafrraph : 1 - Carried • . 

Pararraph 2 - Loeser received instructions to propose that 

societies should be required to take only 70 

subscriptions per 100 members not as many papers 

as they have members. t:otion was lost. Pars.p.raph 2 

carried as is. 

Pararraphs 3 and 4 - Carried. 

Paravraph 5 - (~ee Debate rerardinr Editors). 

Paragraph 6 ~ Buehrke made a su~gestion for improvement - that the 

editorial staff must act in accordance with the 

ballot taken. 

SESSION, SEPTEMBER 5TH - P.E. 

The minutes of the last session were read and adopted by a 

motion from Nix. 

The revision of the Constitution was continued. After the con

clusion of this revision the following subjects were discussed. 
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~:: er!1.er made a motion proposin,r- that the school plan proposed by 

the cor.lr.littee should be printed in the next issue of the Turnerpa:per. 

A. Fischer pointed out that since a report on a general meeting 

of the ~ettlement Project, held a few days aro, was to be printed in 

the paper, his report on this project was unneces~ary at this time. 

He stated he would answer any questions rerardinp it at this time. 

He ·made a motion that the relation of . the Turnerbund to the ~ettle~ent 

Project remain the same. 

Loew•s motion requested a vote of confidence fo~ 'the editors. 

Loesser's motion decided that a vote of ·confidence be given to 

the Vorort for the faithful execution of National business. 

Wern.~r' s ~otion decided t:ia.t ~50.00 be given to Ha.pp and the 

same amount -to Becker to cover their traveling expenses from- ~hiladelphia 

) to Cincinnati. 

' 

Egger's motion decided that the t.alf-yearly report must be submitted 

within two months after the closing of the half' year. 

Several additional proposals were added to the by-laws. 

A motion by 1·1ellmann and ame~ded by Bit tmann came to the followinr: 

conclusion: 

J. .. s citizens of the United ~tates, in the interests of the great 

Jeffersonian principles, and in the interests of our own political, 

which we consider our duty, we should talce part in this political 

movement. 

The delegates of this Convention passed the following recomnen-

dation: 

·~\le, as Turners of the United States, who are members of the 

\ . National Tumerbund urge all Turners to support the platform and 

candidates of the Republican Party which was set up on July 17th 

of this year in Philadelphia. Since this important election is 
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closely allied with our program we should all v1ork together f'or its 

final triumph. 

A motion by Rosenzweig set_ up the follovling resolution: the 

delegates of this Convention express their sincere thanks and appre

ciation to the Turner society here and to all the citizens of Pittsburgh 

for their friendly reception and courteous treatment during our stay. 

A motion by A. Fischer gave thanks to the chairman and secretary 

of the Convention for the.ir thorour.h and prompt action in manap.:ing 

the business of this Conve.ntion. 

The delegates present in ~he eveninr- s~pported the President 

and Secretary in completing the minutes of the ·Convention. 

Adjournment. 

The followin8 part was added to the minutes in order to get a 

) better oversight. 

The remaining minutes were read and adopted. The entire minutes 

were submitted to the Vorort and then "Auf r.~ eiderschen." 

Respectfully submitted, 

Fellrnann, 1st Secretary 

FINANCIAL REPORT - SEPTEMBER 2, 1856 

Submitted to the Pittsbur~h Convention by the bookkeeper of the 

Vorort, August Eggers. 

(The Day Book reports to Au~ust 2oth, the Treasury Book to 

August 18th.) 

The closing of the main books on Aup,ust 20, 1856 shows the 

following assets: 
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Complete outstandinr, minus ~otter's account 

~·Jational assets includinr: print inf office, 

books, furniture, etc. 

Printinr, paper on hand 

Amount due from former 1ationa1 Treasurer 

Cash on hand 

Total Liabilities 

)3,481.77 

586.87 

45.62 

457.30 

514.25 

1,487.18 

~?5, 085. 81 

3,598.63 

The total assets include the questionable amount which is some-

where between ::p500 and :;pl,500 leavine: the total assets somewhere be

tween ;~2,098.63 and ~3,098.63. 

SPECIAL FI~AiJCIAL REPORT : - P:TTSBHRGH, 0EPT. 5, '1856 

The Treasury of the ?hiladelphia. Vorort was turned over to :ang 

and Baird. The Cincinnati Society has to start a new rrre~sury. 

Total income from November, 1855. 

August 18, 1856 

Expenditures 

Balance on hand 

At start of Cincinnati Vorort, 

:rovember, 1855 

Total expenditures 

On Aug. 20, 1856 total assets 

of all departments 

Expenditures were reduced to 

~6,484.42 

5,970.17 

$2,548.65 

i;~l,061.47 

;.; .. t the closing of the Philadelphia Vorort only ~.i>81.82 remained in 

( the Treasury. How the sum of ~?514.25 is on h.and. "iihile the total 

rreasury at the beginning of the Cincinnati Vorort was ~50.00, only 

recorded in the books, the amount on August 20, 1856 was ~586.87 
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including printing material, books, etc. From the Cinclnnati 

Gemeinde the Treasury amounted to ~205.50 credited to the Vorort, 

not as yet turned over, making a total of ;:?719. 25. 

The paper issues 1-42 - expenditures for 

typesetting, paper, ~rinting, salary, 

salva~inr of type, rent, etc. :.,;4, 699 .16 

Total in~ome of delivered and sold 

papers 5,987.14 

Net income on issues 1-42 

Application fees and quarterly dues to 

Aurust 20, 1856 ~? 577 .05 

Expenditures of Vorort for paper inse;rts 

salary, etc. 250.82 --·----
· net income for adds (estimated) 

Total 

10 ~~ off •,j> 680.42 

Bala.nee 

~1,287.98 

326.23 

240.00 

~>l,854. 21 

~~l, 173. 79 

This was a.n increase from November 1, 1855 for our National 

J:'reusury. 

Lost of the ,organizations are paid up to July 25, 1856. 

For the Vorort, Submitted by 

the Bookkeeper of the Vorort 
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OCTOBER, 1855 - SEPr.r&~iBER, 1856 

The :·Jorth American Turnerbund already in existence for a period 

of six years has had inner and outer battles to fight during this 

time. . ~'J evertheless, the past year was the mos_t interestinp: and im-

portant in every respect. 

In 57 meetings we received 1,040 letters, 430 of which were 

answered directly and their ·requests. settled. 

To date the membership is 5,000 in round numbers. Three 

societies disbanded durinf! the year and six withdrew from the 
~ - : 

Turnerbund. Gompared with this,· 31 societies were admitted and 

14 societies were newly organized and will soon join our National 

Organization. 

In the last half year we received reports from 55 societies, 

35 expulsions and 25 receptions were made public. A very small 

group participated in the lectures and many of our organizations 

showed no interest in this matter.. :Tot much was accomplished in 

mental Turning. This was almost entirely left to the trade and 

day schools. Theatre performances were popular and many were 

given. This also helped to strenfthen the Treasuries of the 

societies. 

At the close of last year the membership of the Turnerbund 

was about 75 societies. This year it has prown to 96. This 

growth was larF:ely due to the actions of last year's Convention. 

This is a good sign - a real spirit exists, in most of our 

societies. This should bring about a ~ood future for our Turner-

bund. I am sorry to report, however, that because of wrong, 
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suirited disuutes our ambitions were retarded. It started with a 
... • J. 

minor dispute and appeared to end with the withdrawal of many 

southern societies who disagreed with our anti-slavery platform, which 

was to be expected. However, several southern societies requested the 

dispension of our platform. Some of the eastern societies became rest-

less ano wished to disre~ard and even change the newly formed rules of 

the last convention. This would be detrimental to the fundamental rules 

of our Turnerbund. 

The National Executive- Committee stood for unity, tried to prevent 

disputes, and upheld the · wishes of our or~anization as presented in the 

rules set up at the previous convention. To the best of our ability, 

we did everything possible to settle these disputes to the best; interests 

of the Turnerbund, always tryinp; to keep the honor of the organiz"ation 

) intact and keep the restlessness from spreading • . It seems most of our 

efforts were misunderstood or were knowinrly misunderstood, therefore, 

we were unsuccessful in our attempts. The organizations insisted on 

the recognition of their decisions and also went so far as to set their 

wishes and rules above those of the 'rurnerbund. One organization so 

forgot its place that it turned its back on the Turnerbund by severing 

all ties until th~ next Convention. 

The Vorort did its duty by calling their attention to the National 

rules and regulations in a quiet and courteous way. · This effort 

effected no results, however, as was shown in their action of separating 

from the National organization. 

The Vorort always took a firm stand on the resolution and spoke 

freely without tie-ups. However, we feel obligated to bring the de-

( . · cisions of the Baltimore and New York societies before the National 

organization for balloting. We cannot give the report on this 

balloting because only a small group submitted their returns. 
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The Vorort made every effort to prevent other societies from 

following the example of the New York Social Turner Society·. In 

order to f'ill the place le.ft vacant in New York, the Manner Turn

verein of' New York, whi_ch had no indictment made against it, was 

accepted into membership of the Turnerbund. The Vorort decided to 

leave further steps in this matter to the next Convention where 

every detail must be acted upon. The Vorort is convinced that 

everything possible was done to preserve the honor of the Turner

bund and to execute the decisions of the Convention. Vie believe 

the National Executive Board measured up to the responsibility of 

their task. 

The 'finaneial situation was in poor: condition when we took 

over and is now, as the fi~ures will show, preatly improved. Some 

) organizations are slow in making payments, especially those in arears 

· with their dues. The National expenses were reduced to ~1,48?.18 and 

the outstanding amount due the Turnerbund amounts to ~3,481.77. The 

National assets including the amounts due are ~3,593.63. The National 

property consisting of the printing establishment, furniture, books, 

etc., equals the amount of ~586.87. here it not for the forceful se-

parations and continued scheming against the Turnerbund, the Turner

bund would at this time be free of debts. All ~round this is a bad 

situation. Steps were taken to have the f'unds which are still in the 
I 

hands of the former Treasurer -turned over so as to receive outstanding 

money. We hope we are successful in getting them. 

The Vorort will not report on the Turner Settlement Project, which 

has taken a great upswing, because the Turner Settlement Management 

Committee will submit their report in detail. 

The stand of Turners to outsiders has changed considerably. Form

ing strict fundamental rules has resulted in ma.king many enemies. On 
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the other hand the Turnerbu?).d has also rained a goodly number of 

friends who are willing and able to do much for our organization to 

help build our mental advancement program to great heights. Vie must 

realize that our organization which is still very young has a heavy 

duty to perform. At the same time, all societies must work and act 

together to eliminate small ~rievances and disputes and instead to 

work for the great aims of our Turnerism wholeheartedly and enthu

siastically. 

The duties of the national organization so ~learly and distinctly 

set up should form the center of activity for the German-American 

life in every way. he should admit to Turner-life all Germans who are 

i:nterested in joining. \"le should form educational institutions for 

the citizens and for all free thinking people. Educating our youth 

) and continued education for adults should always .remain the aim of 

the national organization. 

If we are successful, and this should be so, if we concentrate 

every effort toward this aim, then the concern of the Turnerbund is 

secure for all time. Therefore, it should be ·our great ambition to 

effect the results for which we are striving and to make the Turner

bund larger, strong, and powerful, so we will always be in the posi

tion to accomplish all we undertake. 

Many new changes were brought about in the new constitutional 

rules which must be settled and adopted. These changes cannot be 

accomplished easily because of the unsettled conditions at present. 

The business management of the Vorort should be made easier by 

adopting new rules. i~ more workable set-up should be formed for the 

relationships between the Vorort to the societies and the editorial 

staff and vice versa. 
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?or these reasons the present ~onvention has a very important 

duty to perform. Le have to give the platform of the last Convention 

a_ strong backinp;. All hindrances must be removed and maliciousness 

be eliminated so the Turnerbund is a bulwark to preserve the principles 

of humanity. 

v: e hope the present Convention will be successful in reachinr a 

trustworthy understandinf among all societies. If orranizations have 

lecitimate criticisms we highly _reconnnend this elimination so that we 

can discuss the more important questions as soon as possible. Let 

us not forr.et that our enemies are ready and willinp either openly or 

secretly to attack us at any time and try to divide this National 

o~sanization and lastly with little ·effort to destroy all that is 

left. 

Gut Eeil1 
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co:T~Y:PITUTIOH OF 1l11-IE .SOCJJ~LIST T:JK~~RBUlr.J 

OF XORTH A!'.:ER!CA 

The Turnerbund hns for its aim, the development of a strong 

mind in a strong body. It also has the responsibility of presenting 

to its members in an understandable and practical way, the nev.'est 

ideas regardinr social, political, and religious ·reforms. 

The members should be willin.p: to take part in the above actl-

vitles as an individual and as a member of the society not only for 

personal health ana enjoyment but also to uphold the rights and 

privileges of the National or~anization. 

In order to live .up to the principles of the Turnerbund in 

relation to .American politics, \Ve have to support the party that 

) stands for chanr;ing the present abuses. The Turnerbund considers 

as burning points, the followinr, issues: slavery, nativism, and 

tempera.nee, and sets up the following rules: 

1. The Turners will not vote for any man in any office who 

belongs to the l~novmothine: Order, or who is a party to nat:i.vistic 

minded corporation, or who does not openly declc.rc himself opposed 

to these principl~s. 

2. The Turners are opposed to slavery. Slavery is unworthy 

to a republic and is opposed to all the principles of freedom. 

3. The Turners are opposed to any temperance law. These 

restrict our personal freedom and, therefore, are in opposition to 

all the principles of freedom. 

The Turnerbund should be an advanced sc:Lool for r,encra.1 and. 

( practical ideas of the progressive movements which are created by 
"--- · 

a natural and thereby a rational view of the vrorld. 
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ORGA ~:IZATION 

Paravraph 1 - The 11urnerbund consists of the united Turner 

societies of North America. 

Pararraph 2 - Every society of the Turnerbund must consist 

of a minimum of 10 members and has one vote in · the 'l1urnerbund for 

every 50 members. _Over 50 r.iembers they are entitled to 2 votes, 

and for every additional 50 menbers they are entitled to one extra. 

vote. 

Parap:raph 3 - Each socie.ty pla~ninp- to .ioin the '11urnerbund 

must submit a membership list and a report on the activities of 

the society. 

Pa.ra.rraph 4 - A ~ociety which joins the Turnerbund .is only 

responsible to the '11urnerbund in 11urnerbund 1 s affairs. 

Parar_:raph 5 - 11he intentions of a society to join vlill be 

announced to all societies in the 'rurnerpaper and after a wait-

ing period of four weeks the society will be admitted to member-

ship. 

It's acceptance as a ~rational member will then 

be announced in the National 'i.1urnerpaper. 

Parapraph 6 - Only one Hational Tu.mer society can be es-, 

tablished in one city. If differences in opinion prevent union 

then the respective society may organize branch societies. 

Pararraph 7 - Every society is requested to submit a hal:f'-

yearly report to the Turnerbund and to forV1ard these promptly in 

the latter part of l.~arch and September. 

The Turnerbund's year extends from October 1st 

to September of the following year. 

Para.graph 8 - The 11urnerbund · has the duty to assist and help 

each Turner belonging to the National organization even as his 
individual society would do. 
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Paragraph 9 - Correspondence on rela. tions betv:een a special 

society and the 'l1urnerbund, subscriptions to the 'l1urnerpa.per, Turn-

passes and books, etc., are to be submitted to the Vorort. 

Paragraph 10 - Permission to withdraw fror.i the Turnerbund is 

p:ranted to all societies. However, the request for withdrawal 

rr.ust be r.iade one month in advance in orde1~ to be ler,al. Ho release 

can be r.iade unless the society has fulftlled all its obligation. 

Paragraph 11 - If one National society requests the expulsion 

of another or if three !rational societies object to the membership 

application of another it is necessary to subrn.it the reasons to the 

National Turnerbund. In both cases these reports will be submitted 

to the next Convention alon~ with a report of the society in question. 

Parap;raph 12 - ..:-1.. socie~y will be expelled for non-payment of dues 

) under the followin~ conditions: if in area.rs of dues for 3 months, 

if notified twice by the Vorort and if no valid excuse is received. 

Paragraph 13 - A society which is expelled or which v1ithdraws 

from the ~urnerbund has no claim on the assets of the Turnerbund. 

Paragraph 14 - The Turnerbund itself and the yearly Convention 

is the only competent body for settli~f disputes. 

:,ro member of the Turnerbund has any rip;ht to 

criticize the Vorort or the editorial staff or any other member 

society in any paper except the )Jational Turnerpaper. 

· It is the duty of the Vorort to print if re-

quested, such criticisms in the monthly insert of the Turnerpaper. 

Parafraph 15 - Application fees and dues. 

The expenses of the Turnerbund must be borne 

by all societies. 

1. The application fee is ~3.00 for one vote. 

2. Yor every additional vote the organization 

obtains an additional ~3~00 must be submitted. 
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The quarterly dues for every one vote is 

·1il. 50. 

Pararraph 16 - The quarterly bues are to be paid October 1st, 

January 1st, April 1st, and July 1st. 

Paragraph 17 - The Turnerbund cannot be disbanded as long as 

two societies, with at least 5 votes are members and have the re-

quired membership. 

Pararraph 18 - .dational Bxecutive Committee and Convention. · 

The management of the National Executive busi-

ness, riational 'l'umerpaper and the execution of the Convention 

resolution is vested in the Vorort, which consists of 9 members as 

follows: 

a) lst ·Speaker f) rrreasurflr 

b) 2nd Speaker f,) Bookkeeper 

c) 1st Secretary h) 1st IJ.1urn Leader 

d) 2nd Secretary i) 2nd ~.Purn Leader 

e) 3rd Secretary 

Parap.raph 19 - The National society in the city chosen by the 

Convent ion elect.s the :·rational officers. 

?arapraph 20 - Rights and Duties of the Vorort. 

1) To manage the Treas:J.ry of the Turnerbund and 

as far as possible to pay necessary expenses. 

2) To submit a yearly report to the Convention 

regard.inf its activities, the status of the Turnerbund and of its 

:Jational societies with detailed statistical statements. 

3) To conduct a r.:enera.1 vote throughout the 

Turnerbund on impor.tant questions w.h.en requested by at least 10 

societies or on its own decision, all votes cast will be collected 

by the National office and will be printed either in the Turnerpaper 

or in suppl·ement issue. 
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4) .All information on Turner or r.L1urner soc j_ety 

nens will be publisned monthly in the suppliment issue of the Tu.rner

paper. 

5) The Turner society which elected the :National 

~rurner ~..:xecutive Officers will receive . a quarterly report from the 

bookkeeper and treasurer. The books of the Eational offj_cers must 

be submitted quarterly to this same society for inspection. 

6) The Vorort has the rirht to ca11 an extra. 

Convention: a) ·, .. hen urp.ent business Yihich cannot be postponed 

turns un and b) . if a majority of .the societies request it. 

? ) If the time is too short to call an extra. 

Convention 2..nd the conditions are such that a transfer of the 

rer:ular Convention to anothe.r place is necessary, the Vorort has 

) the rip~t to a.ct accordinrly. 

l 
\_ 

8) In case no results can be ·obtained throu~h 

the societies votes on any outstandin,r.: questions, the Vorort is 

held responsible for giving a detailed report and these results 

to the next .Jonvention. 

9) To see to it that the National Turnerpaper 

is edited a.cc .ordinr: to the rules laid down by the :,rational 'l'urner 

Convention and that the editors follow closel~r to the policy of 

the paper. 

10) Sas the right to spend ~500.00 for circu-

lation and manapement of the paper. 

Parapraph 21 - In oreer to give full account to the Convention 

two members of the Vorort, Speaker and 3ookkeeper, and one of the 

editors are requ~red to attend the Convention. Their expenses will 

be paid out of the ~ r ational Treasury. 

Para.p;raph 22 - Ho delegate may have more than 5 votes. The 

delegates of the Vorort and editor are not allowed to vote and 
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cannot represent any society. 

Parar.ranh 23 - Convention. 

rrh e d el ep,a t es of the Nati o na 1 societies r.ie et at 

a r:i ven time and place desir,na ted by the orevious convention. 'l'he 

:·-rational President o:- his representative shall call the deler.ates to 

order and open the Convention. 

Para;::-raph 24 - The Convention e;~amines the mandates, elects its 

officers, and provides an agenda of the meetings. 

Paragraph 25 - iluties of the Go~vention. 

1) rro receive the report of the Vorort, examine 

it, and accept it. 

2) :To consider the manap:er.ient of the Vorort antj. 

render a dec:!.sion on their activities and that of the ]e.tional or-

) ganization. 

3) To make the final decision on disputes within 

the r.rurnerbund and on expulsions from the 'l'urnerbund. 

4) to revise the Constitution. 

5) rro elect the editor of the Tumerpaper and to 

formulate the policy of the paper. 

6) To decide the city for the next rl1urnfest, 

Convention, and the city for the Eational Executive Office. 

Paragraph 26 - 'rhe votint. in the Gonvention will be ta.ken by 

request according to the rules set un on :::rational voting. 

Paragraph 27 - Cha.npes in the i-Ia.tional Constitution during the 

time elapsinf bet~een the two Sonventionscan be ordered only by the 

-:/ orort if at lee.st 1/3 of the .fational societies request it. 
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Parap:raph 1 - a) Any 'l'urner possessinr a ~L'urnpass made out in 

c:erma.ny, who is willin.r: to observe the rules of' the society he vdshes 

to .i oin; may be admitted to members rtip at once without ·wai tinp out 

the trial period set up for appl:i.cants and v1ithout payinr any ini-

tiation fees. 

b) £ .. 1
J.

1urner \ : l10 renains i n a place where there 

is a Hational Turner society for four weeks without lmnding in his 

'l1urnpass, will be treated as a non-member unless a valid reason is 

riven for his actions. 

c) It is not permissablt::· to admit to membership 

in a Jational Society a Turrier who has no rerular prepar~d Turnpass 

or any way of proving his icentity. 

d) The Turnpass of a Turner will be kept by the 

society he joins and if he ar;a.in leaves, a nevi Turnpass should be 

issued for him. 

e) Any Turrier who leavez a society Y.~ithout meet inf 

all his oblip-ations and joins a rie\': orr:anization should be suspended 

from the second society until he :b...a.s met h:ts oblir.ations to the first 

society. 

Paragraph 2 - In order to e ;:amine the character of a person 

wishinf to become a Turner, a trial period of four weeks shall be 

observed. 

Paragraph 3 - Societies are urped to start a sicl{-benefit branch. 

Parar:;ra.ph 4 - I.!embers who are expelled oecause of dishonorable 

conduct should be reported to the Vorort. :f the Vorort deems it 

~ecessary their action should be reported in. the Turnerpaper. 

Paragraph 5 - I·:.oney submitted to the national Treasury should 

only be sent through proper channels (express). i :oney forwarded in 
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any other Tiay is the responsibilit y o f tl 1 ~ society send i~f it. 

Paragraph 6 - .'.tefunds on money sent r: ill be c .. cted on only if 

the request is r.1B.c'.e v:ithin six v1eelcs from the date t :=-1e money v:as 

sent. I f this is not done nithin thf: stated ~eriod, no refund will 

be mud e. F or Turner societies in California a period of three 

r.lonths is f i ven. 

Para{T raph 7 - A society cannot deduct any a!:;.ount f rom the total 

due the ~ ·! ational Office, which they tt.emselves point out as misbilled. 

Pararraph 8 - The incorporation of societien is reco;mnended. 

?arar raph 9 - ~very society snall possess a society sta.rnp for 

use on letters and docut~ents. 

: Para,r:raph 10 - ·i1 he Vorort shall durinr-~ the comin,e:- year send 

printed dravr!.nr.s of nyrar.iids anc1 ne•:; ap!.'aratus desipns to all 

) ~ational societies as an extra edition in the Turnerpaner. 

Paragraph 11 - /.very r.i.'urner mer.iber v:ho is ~ot a citizen is 

urpently requested to becone a citizen at ~is earliest convenience. 

Pararraph 12 - All Turner societies are requested to have v:ell 

rounded and. systematic exercislnr anc; to obt2.iri best results should 

have lec..d.ers in fencing and e~~ercisinr~ classe s. r~1he Vorort is re

quested to assist
1 
all orr,anizations in pror.10tinr these classes. 

Para.r:raph 13 - In addition to 'l'u rnim: on apparatus, free exercises, 

wreztlinp;, jumping, throwing, runninr:, etc., it is deemed essential 

th.a. t each society have exercises wi t~n rnili tar:.~ arms and military tac

tics. ;.s a. special request the thrust, str5 ke, and bayonet exercises 

are recommended. 

.. hen orderlnr: runs it ':.:oula be a6.va.ntap:eous for 

rr:-anizatio!'ls to order tOf'~ ether so that a unif orrdt~' may be achieved. 

l'ara.prapl:. 14 - J. ·:.. school for train :.n :. ~-· ,_:.rLteac> .. ers in all round 

-cientific and body exercises should be started in · the city where the 
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ha~ds of the Latio'.1al ~:·:ecutive Cf 1'ice. 

start classes for boys a'.1ci p:irls. 'l1h ese clas~es should be under com-

petent instructors. 

Pa.rar~ raph 16 - r.:·ec!-inical and '-Jay Schools. 

I n order to pronote m~ntal culture i~ our societies, 

techn~.cal sc~ools should be est~blished. .t_s fai-• as poss5.b1e t ;1c foJJ O':: -

in [ suoje~t s1:.ould be part of t he curric"Ulur.1: :.:. :--wlish, !.s. t j ·.Le;:~atics, 

b o o l: l~ e e pin r . 
' ·-

Para r: raph 17 - 0~cieties r;l=:i~h are not a ·:ile to do r-.. t.wh aJ. onr t h ese 

( lines are requestec to have instructions in the h '.-1Flish la.nr.u.a ; :e. 

Para ;: r•aph 16 - :: n ever•y Turner societ:.,- an effort shtY~ld be mn.de 

to est~blish day sc ~1ools for boys and. r:irls. 'i'1:er;e clo..nscs should be 

organized accord i~;- to the plan a.rranr-ed. by the Vorort and approved 

by the ::ational Convf~ntion. I~ is tile aim of a.11 ri' u rnern not onJ.y to 

develop a stron:. bod:/' b -~t also to mnke a. p.:reat effort to tra.in tl:e mind 

es part of a.n all round human efflc:!.ency prog ram. 

Parar;raph 19 - It is recom.'lllended that a11 societies establish 

junior classes for the mental trainin~ of youth to make then pro-

ficient in life after t~e school years. 

The !rational }~xecutive Office is re (~uestec to rive 

support in every way possible to assist the societies in this under-

taking. 
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?ara~ranh 20 - T~e orranization of educational and practical 

lectures in tho national societies to aid in nental development is 

to be bro,_wht into beinr thro'-lf:l: the ef.f'orts of the Vorort. 

Parar- raph 21 - ~l1he Vorort should aclvert::.se every t\«'O weel:s one 

or two subjects in order to r:ive the societies a chance to select 

material for the debate. 

Pararraph 22 - TLe :~ational societies should establish libraries, 

althourh they nay have only a fer: books to start v1ith. All 1~Purners 

should help to bu:.1ci up a p-ood library. 

Pararraph 23 - Ever::r year a ~lational 'I'urnfest should take place. 

rl.1he ~fational Convention decides where this is to be held. 

Parar:raph 24 - Prizes will be awa.1,ded at the Turr~fest for literary 

and technical work, recitations, music, and artistic productions as 

( well as for Turning. 

The prizes will be set up by the Vorort and cost 

paid out of the Hationa.l Treasury. 

The Vorort will set up a literary program six months 

before the Turnf'est. ~h:o subjects of popular oririn .should be presented 

and published in the Turnerpaper. 

Parapraph 25 - The Turnfest will be held at the end of August, 

the ~onvention in the ber,inning of September. 

The precise .time will be set by the Vorort. 

Parap.raph 26 - The next Turnfest will be held - in Milwaukee, Wis. 

Paragraph 27 - The next Convention ·will be held in Detroit, ~ich. 

Parar;raph 28 - The National headquarters ror the next yea.r will 

· be in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

( Pararraph 29 - A summary report of the Convention will be presented 

to all National societies. 
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Para.rrraph 1 - The Tur'.'lerpn.per must be edited in accordance with 

the ~fational Turner r~les. 

All rfadical advancement in thour.ht on political, 

li terar~',, technical, and social questions should be published and 

should be equally treated as such. 

It is also recommended th.at a p.eneral panoramic 

view on the homela~-id and Europe may be added. 

Articles on practical Turninr should be a. definite 

part of the efforts of the Vorort. 

Paragraph 2 - The Vorort will supervise the Turnerpriper without 

ma.kin[. the editorial work more difficult. It is its responsibility 

to see to it that all rules regarding the Turnerpaper .Policy be pro

perly executed. It also has charge of all incomes and expendi tu.res. 

Para.fraph 3 - The Turnerpaper is edited weel{ly at the seat of the 

Vorort. The price for Turner societi~s is 3¢ per copy. 

Pa.ra .~traph 4 - The societies are requested to take as many sub-

scriptions as they have members. 

Paragraph 5 - The National societies a.re the a.pents for the paper 

and are responsible for it. 

It is their .duty to V!Ork for the expansion of the 

paper, to solicit ads, collect the mo~ey and forv:ard money to the Vorort. 

Paragraph 6 - The following were hired by the Convention as editors, 

G. Becker and Otto Reventlow. 

Pararraph 7 - The change in the editorial staff can be made by R 

vote in tne National Convention. If the Vorort deems it necessary to 

make a. change in the editorial staff durinr; the time elapsing between 

the two National Conventions it can order a vote ta.ken .of all the 

Nationa.l ·Turner. societies for this purpose. 
1 . . 
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The Vorort must also take such H vote if l/;5 of the 

National societies request it. 

The editorial staff must accept the decision of such 

majority vote in every detail. 

( 
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